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Comorbidities, such as cognitive deficits, which often accompany epilepsies, constitute a basal state, while seizures are
rare and transient events. This suggests that neural dynamics, in particular those supporting cognitive function, are
altered in a permanent manner in epilepsy. Here, we test the hypothesis that primitive processes of information process-
ing at the core of cognitive function (i.e., storage and sharing of information) are altered in the hippocampus and the
entorhinal cortex in experimental epilepsy in adult, male Wistar rats. We find that information storage and sharing are
organized into substates across the stereotypic states of slow and theta oscillations in both epilepsy and control condi-
tions. However, their internal composition and organization through time are disrupted in epilepsy, partially losing
brain state selectivity compared with controls, and shifting toward a regimen of disorder. We propose that the alteration
of information processing at this algorithmic level of computation, the theoretical intermediate level between structure
and function, may be a mechanism behind the emergent and widespread comorbidities associated with epilepsy, and
perhaps other disorders.
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Significance Statement

Comorbidities, such as cognitive deficits, which often accompany epilepsies, constitute a basal state, while seizures are rare
and transient events. This suggests that neural dynamics, in particular those supporting cognitive function, are altered in a
permanent manner in epilepsy. Here, we show that basic processes of information processing at the core of cognitive function
(i.e., storage and sharing of information) are altered in the hippocampus and the entorhinal cortex (two regions involved in
memory processes) in experimental epilepsy. Such disruption of information processing at the algorithmic level itself could
underlie the general performance impairments in epilepsy.

Introduction
Most, if not all, neurologic pathologies, including epilepsies,
Alzheimer’s disease, and Parkinson’s disease, display commonal-
ities in terms of cognitive (e.g., memory) and psychiatric (e.g.,
anxiety and depression) comorbidities (Hesdorffer, 2016). Most
mechanistic based studies correlate high-level to “structure level”
alterations, that is, gene/protein expression, anatomy (cell death,
sprouting), or neuronal properties (Berchtold et al., 2014; Cho et
al., 2015; Holmes, 2015). However, changes at the structural level
are often very different from one pathology to the next and may
vary even within a specific pathology (Gorur-Shandilya et al.,
2022), in keeping with the principle of degeneracy (Edelman and
Gally, 2001; Mason, 2015). If different network architectures can
produce the same physiological activity (Marder and Goaillard,
2006; Goaillard and Marder, 2021), different network alterations
may produce the same deficits. However, degeneracy may not be
present at a level higher than the structural one. Distinct struc-
tural alterations could produce similar changes in primitive infor-
mation processing operations (the algorithmic level), providing a
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framework to explain why cognitive comorbidities are shared
within and across neurologic disorders. The primitive informa-
tion processing operations are basic and “prefunctional” but nec-
essary to any cognition-relevant neural computation (Lizier,
2013; Taatgen, 2013; Voges et al., 2022). Whether primitive infor-
mation processing operations are altered in neurologic disorders
is not known. Here we study information storage and sharing, as
basic information processing operations, using temporal lobe epi-
lepsy (TLE) as a model of neurologic disorder.

TLE is the most common form of epilepsy in adults
(Tatum, 2012); and it is highly heterogeneous in terms of his-
topathology (Blümcke et al., 2013), semiology (Barba et al.,
2007; Bartolomei et al., 2008), and cognitive and psychiatric
comorbidities (Holmes, 2015; de Barros Lourenco et al., 2020;
Krishnan, 2020). Such heterogeneity is also found in experi-
mental models of TLE (Rusina et al., 2021). Structural altera-
tions may change several features that are relevant for any
kind of information processing, such as rate coding, temporal
coding, synaptic plasticity, and network oscillations (Lenck-
Santini and Scott, 2015). Many phenomena considered funda-
mental for functional computations are altered in experimen-
tal TLE: hippocampal place cells are unstable, firing becomes
randomized during ripples, and oscillatory activities are modi-
fied, in correlation with cognitive deficits (Lenck-Santini and
Holmes, 2008; Chauvière et al., 2009; Suarez et al., 2012;
Inostroza et al., 2013; Lopez-Pigozzi et al., 2016; Valero et al.,
2017). However, the mechanistic link between structural and

functional alterations in TLE is missing. Disruptions of primi-
tive information processing may provide such a link.

To gain access to the level intermediate between structure and
function (Fig. 1, left), denoted as algorithmic by Marr and Poggio
(1977), we begin from the tenet that neural information is con-
veyed by action potentials and that one form of processing stems
from spatiotemporally organized neuronal firing. Neuronal firing
carries information because of its statistical properties, and infor-
mation theory (Shannon, 1948) established ways to measure infor-
mation in a data-driven manner agnostic to the content itself.
Using these tools, we study two primitive information processes:
information storage and information sharing (Fig. 1, right). For a
single neuron, auto-correlation in firing maintains and buffers in-
formation through time, an operation named active information
storage (AIS) (Lizier et al., 2012; Wibral et al., 2014). Cross-corre-
lated firing between neurons allows for information sharing
between them (Kirst et al., 2016). Focusing on such basic opera-
tions gives access to the algorithmic level (Clawson et al., 2019).

As neural computation is brain state-dependent (Quilichini
and Bernard, 2012), we consider the global brain states of theta
(THE) and slow oscillations (SOs), which can be easily recorded
during anesthesia. Previous work in control animals demon-
strated that neuronal activity patterns in the hippocampus
(HPC) and entorhinal cortex switch between different informa-
tion processing substates (IPSs) (Clawson et al., 2019). An IPS
corresponds to an epoch in which primitive operations of infor-
mation storage and sharing in a local microcircuit remain

Figure 1. Marr’s levels and analytical approach. Diagram example of Marr’s levels. Each level is important in and of itself; however, the algorithmic level is often not considered. We interpret
the algorithmic level as encompassing very simple operations on the information conveyed by spikes which directly stem from patterns of coordinated firing. Neuronal firing is not arbitrary but
constrained by “rules of engagement” (shaped on their turn by the underlying structural level), that is, rules that govern how neurons fire individually and as part of a group. Because of these
rules, the information carried by firing (top diagram) undergoes a basic processing; for example, it is actively maintained through time by some neurons (AIS, middle diagram) or it is copied to
the spiking of other neurons (active information sharing, bottom diagram). Both firing and storage are measures of single-neuron spiking activity (x), while sharing is a measurement taken
across the entire network (x and y).
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temporally consistent. IPSs continuously switch from one IPS to
another, similarly to what has been described at higher level of or-
ganization, such as the dynamics of resting state networks and
EEG microstates (Van de Ville et al., 2010; Calhoun et al., 2014).
In the control HPC and entorhinal cortex, the sequences of IPSs
are complex (i.e., standing between order and disorder) (Clawson
et al., 2019).

Here, we reintroduce the notion of IPS; and using an unbiased
quantification we compare their properties and organization
between control and experimental TLE conditions. We focus on the
HPC and the entorhinal cortex, two major structures commonly
affected in TLE (Curia et al., 2008). We find that IPS’s internal orga-
nization and switching dynamics are preserved in epilepsy but are
shifted toward a less structured and more random spatiotemporal
organization in experimental epilepsy than in control. Such disrup-
tion of information processing at the algorithmic level itself could
underlie the general performance impairments in TLE.

Materials and Methods
Ethics. All experiments were conducted in accordance with Aix-

Marseille Université and Institut National de la Santé et de la Recherche
Médicale Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines. The
protocol was approved by the French Ministry of National Education,
Superior Teaching, and Research under authorization 01451-02. All surgi-
cal procedures were performed under anesthesia, and every effort was
made to minimize suffering and maximize the animals’ well-being from
their arrival to their death. All the animals were housed in pairs in large
cages with minimal enrichment, food and water at libitum, in a room with
controlled environment (temperature: 226 1°C; 12 h light/dark schedule
with lights off at 8:00 P.M.; hygrometry: 55%; ventilation: 15-20 vol/h).

Experimental design and statistical analysis. We use in this work a
portion of the data (5 of 7 original experiments) initially published by
Clawson et al. (2019) as control data, which includes local field potentials
(LFPs) and single-unit recordings obtained from the dorsomedial entorhi-
nal cortex (mEC) and the dorsal HPC of anesthetized rats. The remaining
2 were not included as controls in this study as they were recordings in
the mPFC, a region not explored directly in the new recordings in epilep-
tic rats. Six recordings are original data, which includes LFPs and single
units recorded in the mEC and HPC recorded simultaneously under anes-
thesia in epileptic condition. These sample sizes were not predetermined,
and all available data that fit the region criteria and number of recorded
neurons.20 were used. For details on individual recordings and number
of cells, see Extended Data Figure 2-1.

Statistical tests, where performed, were done as two-sided permuta-
tion t tests. Their values are reported in Extended Data Figures 2-3 and
2-6. In all cases, we follow the statistical analysis detailed in Ho et al.
(2019). Captions were written with the method used, but often distribu-
tions were compared using distributions of mean difference with the fol-
lowing text taken from Ho et al. (2019):

“The P value(s) reported are the likelihood(s) of observing the
effect size(s) if the null hypothesis of zero difference is true. For
each permutation P value, 5000 reshuffles of the control and test
labels were performed. They are included here to satisfy a com-
mon requirement of scientific journals.”

Additionally, throughout the text lines as a function of k_tot are
shown with the bold line representing the mean and the shaded, colored
area around representing a 99% CI.

Epilepsy model and surgery. We induced status epilepticus (SE) on 6
male Wistar (250-400 g; Charles Rivers) by a single intraperitoneal injec-
tion of pilocarpine (320mg/kg; Sigma-Aldrich), 1 week after receiving the
animals from the vendor. To reduce peripheral effects, rats were pretreated
with methyl-scopolamine (1mg/kg, i.p.; Sigma-Aldrich) 30min before the
pilocarpine injection. SE was stopped by diazepam (10mg/kg, i.p., two
doses within a 15 min interval) after 60min. Then the animals were

hydrated with saline (2 ml, i.p., twice within 2 h) and fed with a porridge
made of soaked pellets, until they resumed normal feeding behavior.

At least 8weeks after SE induction, we performed acute recordings.
Only rats that had undergone SE and in which spontaneous seizures
were subsequently observed were used for the recordings. Rats were first
quickly placed in isoflurane (4% in 2 L/min O2) and injected intraperito-
neally with urethane (1.5 g/kg) and ketamine/xylazine (20 and 2mg/kg,
i.m.), additional doses of ketamine/xylazine (2 and 0.2mg/kg) being sup-
plemented during the electrophysiological recordings. At all times, the
body temperature was monitored and kept constant with a heating pad.
Heart rate, breathing rate, pulse distension, and arterial oxygen satura-
tion were also monitored with an oximeter (MouseOX; StarrLife
Sciences) during the duration of the experiment to ensure the stability of
the anesthesia and monitor the vital constants. The head was fixed in a
stereotaxic frame (Kopf) and the skull was exposed and cleaned. Two
miniature stainless-steel screws driven into the skull above the cerebel-
lum served as ground and reference electrodes. Two craniotomies were
performed to reach the mEC and the CA1 field of the HPC, respec-
tively: from bregma: �7.0 mm AP and 4.0 mm ML; and from bregma:
�3.0 mm AP and 2.5 mm ML. We chose these coordinates to respect
known anatomic and functional connectivity in the cortico-hippo-
campal circuitry (Witter et al., 1988, 1989). Two 32-site silicon probes
(NeuroNexus) were mounted on a stereotaxic arm each. A H1x32-10
mm-50-177 was lowered at 5.0-5.2 mm from the brain surface with a
20° angle to reach the dorsomedial portion of the mEC, and a H4x8-5
mm-50-200-177 probe was lowered at 2.5 mm from the brain surface
with a 20° angle to reach dorsal CA1. The online positioning of the
probes was assisted by the following: the presence of unit activity in
cell body layers and the reversal of THE ([3, 6] Hz in anesthesia)
oscillations when passing from layer 2-1 for the mEC probe, and the
presence in stratum pyramidale either of unit activity and ripples (80-
150Hz) for the HPC probe. At the end of the recording, the animals
were injected with a lethal dose of pentobarbital Na (150 mg/kg, i.p.)
and perfused intracardially with 4% PFA solution. We confirmed that
the position of the electrodes (DiIC18(3), catalog #46804A, InterChim)
was applied on the back of the probe before insertion) histologically on
40 mm Nissl-stained section as reported previously in detail (Quilichini
et al., 2010; Ferraris et al., 2018). We used only experiments with
appropriate position of the probe for analysis.

Data collection and spike sorting. Extracellular signal recorded from
the silicon probes was amplified (1000�), bandpass filtered (1Hz to
5 kHz), and acquired continuously at 32 kHz with a 64-channel
DigitalLynx (NeuraLynx) at 16-bit resolution. We preprocessed the
raw data using a custom-developed suite of programs (Csicsvari et al.,
1999). The signals were downsampled to 1250Hz for the LFP analy-
sis. Spike sorting was performed automatically, using KLUSTAKWIK
(http://klustakwik.sourceforge.net) (Harris et al., 2000), followed by
manual adjustment of the clusters, with the help of auto-correlogram,
cross-correlogram, and spike waveform similarity matrix (KLUSTERS
software package, http://klusters.sourceforge.net) (Hazan et al., 2006).
We did not filter on neuronal type, such as excitatory or inhibitory, and
all neurons were included in analysis with an average of 53 neurons per
control animal and 60 per epileptic animal (Extended Data Fig. 2-1).
After spike sorting, we plotted the spike features of units as a function of
time, and we discarded the units with signs of significant drift over the
period of recording. Moreover, only units with clear refractory periods
and well-defined cluster were included in the analyses (Harris et al.,
2000). Recording sessions were divided into brain states of THE and SO
periods using a visual selection from the ratios of the whitened power in
the HPC LFP [3, 6] Hz THE band and the power of the mEC LFP neigh-
boring bands ([1, 3] Hz and [7, 14] Hz), and assisted by visual inspection
of the raw traces (Quilichini et al., 2010; Ferraris et al., 2018). We then
used band-averaged powers over the same frequency ranges of interest
as features for the automated extraction of spectral states via unsuper-
vised clustering, which confirmed our manual classification. We deter-
mined the layer assignment of the neurons from the approximate location
of their soma relative to the recording sites (with the largest-amplitude
unit corresponding to the putative location of the soma), the known dis-
tances between the recording sites, and the histologic reconstruction of
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the recording electrode tracks. Animals were recorded for at least 2 h to
get few alternations of THE and SO episodes.

Feature computation. As in our previous work, for each region
recorded, we computed four main features from the electrophysiological
data: global oscillatory band, neuronal firing sets, AIS, and the informa-
tion sharing. We also keep the same sliding window paradigm where
each feature is computed within a 10 s window, and then the window is
moved forward in time 1 s, which gives a 9 s overlap. These values for
windows and overlap were chosen for two reasons. First, we chose a long
window as measures of mutual information (MI) measures require
many samples to properly estimate probabilities involved. In the slowest
global state (SO), a 10 s window would capture ;10 cycles, which
seemed reasonable for estimation. Second, we chose an overlap of 9 s,
meaning that there is a 1 s difference between two temporally adjacent
windows, or one SO cycle (more for THE). Given that replay events, rel-
atively fast known phenomenon, occur within 500ms (Lee and Wilson,
2002), we posit that double this would allow for both the capturing of
fast events while allowing for conceptually clear measures of correlation
in the population. With a 1 s shift, the correlation of a given feature
between two temporally adjacent windows highlights how the network
can shift on a second timescale. Overall, when features are computed as
described below, they are computed in this windowed fashion. The
global oscillatory band features were computed by examining the LFP
from both EC and CA1 and computing spectral power within 8
unequally sized frequency ranges (0-1.5, 1.5-2, 2-3, 3-5, 5-7, 7-10, 10-23,
and 23-50Hz), averaged over all channels within each of the recorded
layers.

Firing sets, AIS, and the information sharing networks were all com-
puted using a binarized raster built from the temporal labeling of spike
firing (see Data collection and spike sorting). Spiking data were binned
using a 50ms bin; if a neuron fired within a given bin, the output is a 1,
and if not, a 0. This, for example, would mean that a 2 h recording would
be transformed from a 7200 s � N neuron matrix to a 7,200,000�N
neuron matrix that is composed solely of 0’s and 1’s. Firing sets were
computed by computing the average firing density for each neuron
within a window, and after these averages were compiled into time-de-
pendent vectors. This resulting matrix is the Firing Features. AIS was
computed by measuring the MI of a neuron’s binarized spike train
between a given window and the window previous. What AIS seeks to
capture is the temporal ordering of individual spiking neurons, rather
than capturing neurons that fire temporally close to one another (e.g., in
the firing features). The resulting matrix is the Storage Features. AIS is
meant to quantify how much the activity of a unit is maintaining over
time information that it was conveying already in the past (Lizier, 2013).
It is an activity-based metric (hence the adjective “active”), able to detect
when temporal patterns in the activity of a single unit can serve the func-
tional role of “memory buffer.” AIS is strictly defined as follows:

AISi ¼ MI½iðtÞ; ið!tÞ�

i.e., as shared information between the present activity i(t) of a single
unit i and its past history of activity i(!t). Before computing MI, we
binned all spike trains with method as for determining the Firing(t) de-
scriptive feature vector. The limited amount of available data within
each temporal window makes it necessary to introduce approximations.
Therefore, we replaced the full past history of activity i(!t) with activity
at a time in the past i(t – t ) and then summed over all the possible lags
as follows:

AÎSi ¼ RtMI½iðtÞ; iðt � tÞ�

where the lag t was varying in the range 0� t � 0.5 Tu , where Tu is the
phase of the theta cycle. MI values were generally vanishing for longer
latencies. We evaluated MI terms using a “plug-in” function estimator
on binarized spike trains, which takes the binned spike trains of two neu-
rons for a defined time window and computes the MI and entropy values
of the two variables (Lizier, 2013). We estimated the probability p that a
bin includes a spike and the complementary probability 1 – p that a bin

is silent for each unit, by direct counting of the frequency of occurrence
of 1’s and 0’s in the binned spike trains of each unit. These counts
yielded the probability distributions P(1) and P(j) that two neurons i and
j fire or not. Analogously, we sampled directly from data the histogram
P(i, j) of joint spike counts for any pair of two units i and j. These histo-
grams were then directly “plugged in” (hence the name of the used esti-
mator) into the definition of MI itself as follows:

MIði; jÞ ¼
X

i

X

j

Pði; jÞlog2
Pði; jÞ
PðiÞPðjÞ

We then subtracted from each MI value a significance threshold
(95th percentile of MI estimated on shuffled binarized trains, 1000 repli-
cas), putting to zero nonsignificant terms (and thus negative after bias
subtraction).

Information sharing is computed by measuring the MI between a
given neuron’s binarized spike train within a window and another neu-
ron’s binarized spike train in the window previous. This process is iter-
ated over all possible neuron pairs. Information sharing captures a
similar metric to that of AIS, although the key difference is that informa-
tion sharing captures not just the temporal ordering, but the spatiotem-
poral ordering of spike timing, as it is computed across neuron pairs,
rather than individual neurons. The resulting matrix is the Information
Sharing. Within each time window, we computed time-lagged MI[i(t),
j(t – t )] between all pairs of spike density time series for different single
units i and j. Although MI is not a directed measure, a pseudo-direction
of sharing is introduced by the positive time lag, supposing that informa-
tion cannot be causally shared from the future. Thus, for every directed
pair of single units i and j (including auto-interactions, with i¼ j), we
defined pseudo-directed information sharing as follows:

Isharedðj ! iÞ ¼ RtMI½iðtÞ; jðt � tÞ�

where the lag t was varying in the range 0� t � 0.5 Tu , where Tu is the
phase of the theta cycle. Once again, we estimated MI terms via direct
plug-in estimators on binarized spike trains, as with storage, subtracting
a significance threshold (95th percentile of MI estimated on shuffled
binarized trains, 400 replicas) and zeroing not significant terms. All these
Ishared (j! i) entries were interpreted as weights in the adjacency matrix
of an information sharing directed functional network, and we defined
as sharing assembly formed by a neuron i the star-subgraph of the infor-
mation sharing network composed of i and all its immediate neighbors.
We compiled all the overall N2 different values of Ishared (j ! i) into
time-dependent feature vectors Sharing_A(t), describing thus all the pos-
sible sharing assemblies at a given time. Although these measures have
only been briefly described here, we suggest to the interested reader to
examine the methods presented in our previous work where they have
been rigorously defined and discussed (Clawson et al., 2019).

Feature-based substate extraction. State extraction for each recording
were also computed using the methods of our previous work, namely,
based around k-means clustering of each feature. The exception here is
we no longer choose a stable number of K clusters in k-means. Rather,
we cluster our three raster-based computed features (firing, storage,
sharing) three separate times with K ranging from K¼ 3, 4, ... 10. The
function “kmeans” was used from the default MATLAB toolbox. More
information can be found on The MathWorks website. These K values
were chosen as they represented a clustering range of too gross to too
fine based on previous findings. K � 2 would represent the same, or
less, number of states as global states, which was previously established
to be too small (Clawson et al., 2019). The clustering became too fine
when K � 10, wherein many substates only appeared for brief time
periods, and never re-occurred. For each feature, there are 8 different
clustering results, done in an unsupervised manner 3 times to ensure
that our results do not rely on single instance of clustering. This gave
our analysis an opportunity to compute all metrics defined below over
a robust range of K, ensuring that we can investigate how our substate
stable metrics and results vary with arbitrarily too little or too many
substates.
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To compute the null model for substate extraction, the process
detailed above was repeated with the time stamps of all firing, storage,
and sharing jittered. This therefore retains the global mean and variance.
Then, k-means was run on this jittered dataset 3 times, to produce three
different clustering of the randomized dataset. These were not modified
after this step and were used in any instances where a null model was
needed (i.e., for silhouette and contrast).

Substate tables.Our main meta-object of study is a state table, a com-
bination of our four features into a matrix (4 � number of windows).
Table generation is an iterative process, as we have 8 possible substate
configurations per feature. First, k¼ 3 in cluster attempt 1 for firing
(FIREK3C1), k¼ 3 in cluster attempt 1 for storage (STOREK3C1), and

k¼ 3 in cluster attempt 1 for sharing (SHAREK3C1), are used in conjunc-
tion with the clustered spectral substates to form substate table 1 (see
Fig. 2A).

Then, FIREK3C1, STOREK3C1, and SHAREK4C1 are used in conjunc-
tion with the clustered spectral substates to form substate table 2. After,
FIREK3C1, STOREK3C1, and SHAREK5C1 used in conjunction with the
clustered spectral substates to form substate table 3. This process con-
tinues such that all combinations of possible k values have been saved
for a total of 512 different substate tables, with the final table having
FIREK10C1, STOREK10C1, and SHAREK10C1. It is important to note that
all tables have the same spectral clustering, as the 2 substates of SO and
THE are extremely robust as discussed above. This entire process is

Figure 2. Experimental and analytical design. A, Diagram represents the approximate recording locations in mEC (orange) and CA1 (blue) in control and experimental epilepsy. Example of
LFP (top) and firing (bottom) [each line indicates one neuron; dot represents an action potential] data recorded in control CA1 and mEC during SO and THE. Overlay represents our analytic
method that uses 10-s-long sliding windows shifted by 1 s at each step. B, Diagram examples of the three data features shown in Figure 1. C, Similarity matrices for CA1 in example control
and epileptic animals (see Materials and Methods). Above each matrix is a representation of THE and SO epochs through time. Each point on the similarity matrix represents the correlation of
features across all recorded neurons between two time points in the recording. Therefore, large “blocks” of yellow represent an epoch of time where the behavior of the recorded neurons, or net-
work, is very similar and stable (i.e., a substate). Blocks of blue represent when the population activity is very uncorrelated between two time points. In both conditions, substate activity can be
seen by eye. An example: in the control condition from time;5200 to;7300 s, the red square highlights a period of stable THE oscillations, yet contains many small blocks, or reoccurring sub-
states. Below each matrix is an example of clustering to identify substates through time (5 substates in the control condition and 4 in the epileptic condition). While some substates appear to be
“blips,” this is because of the size of the recording— these small substates last 10-20 s (70-140 theta cycles). The same can be seen in the red square in the epileptic condition from time;500
to;2500 s. While the figures in C are presented next to one another, they are not paired in any way, as they are recordings of 2 different animals. For number of neurons recorded, see Extended
Data Figure 2-1. For additional details on spectral analysis between control and epilepsy and the related statistics, see Extended Data Figures 2-2, 2-3, 2-4, 2-5, and 2-6.
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then repeated for each clustering attempt, resulting in 3 sets of our 512
substate tables for each region for each recording. Where applicable, all
results are given as a function of total k states per table (i.e., for state ta-
ble 1, there are 2 global states, 3 firing, 3 storage, and 3 sharing, for a
total ktotal ¼ 11).

To produce the ordered tables for the “ordered” null model, each
substate table was sorted such that all substates with label 1 appeared
first, label 2 was second, and so on. This can easily be achieved with the
MATLAB function sort. There is only one possible version of this type of
ordering; therefore, the sample size for ordered tables is the same as
recordings (n¼ 5 for control, n¼ 6 for epilepsy). To produce the
randomized tables, substate labels were randomly permuted in time. For
this process, we used bootstrapping to produce as 5000 randomizations
to ensure the random null model was as strong as possible. To do this,
90% of each table was taken, randomly permuted, and saved. These
resulting tables were used as the random null model for relative diction-
ary and complexity seen in Figures 5 and 6.

Shuffling. To create shuffled datasets of recorded data, time shuffling
was used. For spikes, this was done in two ways. The first method for the
binarized data was shuffling per neuron, scrambling the 0’s and 1’s
across all time, therefore preserving the global firing rate of a neuron.
The second method shuffled the binarized data across the recorded neu-
rons in a given instant of time, keeping the number of spikes at a given
time the same, but changing identity of the spiking neuron. Both meth-
ods were done and are labeled collectively as “Shuffled Spikes” through-
out. State tables were also shuffled, as in Figure 3, to produce the
random set for SSI. This shuffling was similar to method one for spiking,
wherein substate label was shuffled in time for a given feature. Both of
these shuffling methods also produced the shuffled dataset for hub com-
putation (see Fig. 5).

State classifier. To understand how many neurons should be simulta-
neously measured to reliably estimate the current firing, storage, or shar-
ing state, we constructed a machine learning classifier predicting the
label of the current state based on features from different numbers of

Figure 3. Substate characterization in control and epilepsy. A, An enlarged example of contrast in substates. Black bars represent the storage contrast of 55 neurons in the three detected
states in an example recording. Left, Spectral states of THE and SO next to the substates of storage. Time goes from top to bottom in this visualization. B, A full example of contrast across fir-
ing, storage, and sharing features for the same example recording as in A. For each, the 0 represents the mean global value for the feature and the height of the bar, the contrast. The “land-
scape” of these bars highlights the differing activity within each state that the blocks were capturing in Figure 2 via correlations. C, The difference of mean distributions between substates
from control and epilepsy animals (same states as in B; see Materials and Methods). Circles represent the mean difference. Thick black bars represent the 25%-75% quantile. Thin black bars
represent the 1%-99% quantile. Red dotted line is to add the null hypothesis line of no significant difference between control and epilepsy. D, Visual examples of the two extremes of the mea-
sure of SSI. Bottom, The distribution of mean SSI for control (blue), epilepsy (red), and shuffled (black/gray) recordings for firing, storage, and sharing for their respective k. Error bars indicate
the 99% bootstrapped CI. For details on shuffling, see Materials and Methods. For more details on the contrast, SSI, and clustering, see Extended Data Figures 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4.
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single neurons. We then tested how the prediction performance varied
with an increasing number of included neurons. Specifically, we trained
a standard k-Nearest Neighbors classifier (for k¼ 3) using as input fea-
ture values from 1 to 50 neurons. To make an average and robust repre-
sentation of subsamples of neurons, dozens of random combinations
were independently run in the classifier for each number of neurons
used. The final prediction accuracy for a specific number of neurons was
taken as the average accuracy of all computed combinations (for further
details on how these combinations have been made, see below). The var-
iance in accuracy was also computed across each random combination
and represented by error bars in the graphs. For each combination, the
classifier was trained on a fivefold validation process: meaning that 80%
of time points were used for training and accuracy of prediction was
tested on the resulting 20%. This was done 5 times, changing the train
and test time points every time. Additionally, data were stratified pro-
portionally between train and test sets according to the occurrence of
substates.

To create the combinations of neurons, we used the following pro-
cess. When increasing the number of neurons, the variance between
random combinations quickly drops. Thus, less random combinations
are needed when predicting with high number of neurons. For predic-
tion with 1-11 neurons, we took a number of random combinations of
neurons equal to half of the total of neurons in the recording. For
example, if trying to predict with 4 neurons in a file containing 100
neurons, we used 50 random combinations of 4 neurons among the
100. Importantly, in every combination, one different neuron is fixed
to have at least one different neuron present in at least one batch. For
prediction with 12-19 neurons, the number of random combinations is
half of the previous case. For example, if there were 100 neurons in the
file, there would be only 25 random combinations. For prediction with
20-39 neurons, the number of random combinations is divided by 3
compared with the first case of 1-11 neurons. For example, if there
were 100 neurons in the file, there would be only 16 random combina-
tions. Finally, for prediction with 40-50 neurons, the number of ran-
dom combinations is divided by 4 compared with previous case with 1-
12 neurons. For example, if there were 100 neurons in the file, there
would be only 12 random combinations.

Contrast. To calculate contrast for a given feature, we first calculate
its global mean for each neuron (i.e., global mean firing per neuron).
Here, “global” refers to the entire recording. We then calculate the sub-
state mean for each neuron by concatenating all periods of a given sub-
state and calculating the mean across the “entire” substate. The formula
for contrast is then defined as the difference between the substate mean
firing rate and the global mean firing rate, normalized by the global
mean firing rate as follows:

contrast ¼ msubstate �mglobal

mglobal

This allows the contrast to be either positive or negative. This process
was done for all three features of firing, storage, and sharing such that
there are contrast values for each. This process was repeated for all possi-
ble clustering, therefore a contrast value per feature per k.

Substate specificity. To compute the distribution of substates within
periods of SO and THE, we counted the number of times a substate
appeared within a given epoch. Some substates exclusively appeared in
only SO or THE, while others occurred in both. From these frequencies,
we estimated p(THE) and p(SO), that is, the probability of a given sub-
state occurring in either THE or SO, respectively. SSI is then:

SSI ¼ jpðTHEÞ � pðSOÞj

This equation results in SSI bound between 0 and 1, where 1 repre-
sents a state who exclusively occurs in either THE or SO and 0 represents
a state that occurs equally in THE and SO.

Hubs and hub stability. In this work, we define a hub neuron in the
same way as our previous work. Namely, for a given feature, if a neuron’s
activity within a given substate was higher than the 90th percentile, it

was marked as a hub for the feature for that state. We compute hubs for
every iteration of state table as defined above, such that we have a graph,
or matrix (see Fig. 4A) for each state table. These matrices are Neuron�
ktotal where each entry is either a 0 for non-hub or 1 for hub. To compute
how stable each of these matrices are as a function of k, we compute the
normalized hamming distance of each matrix using the pdist2 function
in MATLAB but modified so that it gives a sense of how stable hubs are
across states, where perfect similarity would result in a 1, and no similar-
ity at all would give a 0.

Dictionary and complexity. To compare sequences of substates of
different types or in different regions, we introduced a symbolic descrip-
tion of substate switching. With this description, each substate label acts
as a letter symbol s(p), where (p) can indicate firing, sharing, or storage.
For example, the firing features from the example substate table 1 (see
Fig. 2A) would have the integer labels 1, 2, 3, and 4 (they can also arbitra-
rily be assigned letters as well, i.e., A, B, C, and D). We can therefore
describe the temporal sequences of the visited substates of each feature
as an ordered list of integers s(p)(t).Once substate labels are thought of as
letters, we define the combination of firing, storage, and sharing letters
in each state table from a given window as 3-letter words. Using the for-
malism of linguistics, we can then compute the dictionary, or the num-
ber of words expressed, of a given recording within a region. We can
also compute the used dictionary fraction, or the number of words found
in the dictionary divided by the number of theoretically possible words
given the number of substates per feature. For example, substate table 1
could have expressed 27 unique words. The used dictionary fraction was
computed in an identical way to that of Clawson et al., 2019 (see
Complexity of substates sequences).

Using these methods, we compute the complexity of the sequences
expressed using the notions of Kolmogorov–Chaitin complexity and
minimum description length approaches (Crutchfield, 2012). While fur-
ther discussion of method can be found here (Clawson et al., 2019) —
the aspects of this complexity measure that is relevant for this work is
that a random sequence of letters (and words) produces a higher com-
plexity, while an ordered sequence of letters (and words) would produce
a low complexity.

Ordered and random substate tables. To have relevant points of ref-
erence in our measures, each substate table was ordered and random-
ized. For the case of ordering, all substate labels for all features were
sorted in ascending order which keeps the total lifetime of any state con-
stant, while removing the temporal organization in an ordered fashion.
In the case of randomization, all substate labels for all features were
randomized 500 times, which again keeps the total lifetime of any state
constant, while removing the temporal organization in a random
fashion.

To compute the relative minimums and maximums for compari-
sons between order and random, the MATLAB function “rescale”
was used. The minimums were computed using the average (of a
given measure) of all ordered state tables for a given ktotal, and the
maximums were computed using the average (of a given measure)
of all random substate tables for a given ktotal.

Plotting. Various tools were used for plotting with most done via
MATLAB, other tools were also used from “Moving Beyond p values”
(Ho et al., 2019).

Data availability. Partial data and codes can be found here: 10.5281/
zenodo.4534369. Full codes, including figure generation as well as com-
plete dataset, are available upon request.

Results
Alterations of firing dynamics in THE and SO
We sought to first establish differences in neural activity with
respect to periods of THE and SO for both control and epileptic
animals. To do this, we analyzed LFPs and action potentials
from individual neurons measured from the HPC (CA1) and
mEC from control (n¼ 5) and experimental epilepsy (n¼ 6)
rats under anesthesia (Fig. 2A; for details, see Materials and
Methods). We chose to assess basal network dynamics under
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anesthesia and not during sleep to remove a potential con-
founding effect of seizures and interictal events that occur
during sleep in this model of epilepsy (see Materials and
Methods). While both regions were recorded simultaneously,
they are analyzed separately, as we focus on local information
processing within regions. Unsupervised clustering of the
spectral content of LFPs reveals that field activity continuously
switches between two states: SOs (0.5-3Hz) and THE oscilla-
tions (3-6Hz) (Fig. 2A). As previously reported in freely mov-
ing animals (Chauvière et al., 2009), THE power and peak
frequency are decreased in CA1 in experimental epilepsy.
While the peak frequencies of THE and SO are not modified
in the mEC in epilepsy, their power is decreased. However, the
ratios of frequencies and powers across SO and THE are simi-
lar in both control and epilepsy, suggesting a conservation of
underlying processes (Extended Data Fig. 2-2).

Next, we examined whether firing, storage, and sharing
(Fig. 1) are dependent on the brain state (THE vs SO), the region
(CA1 vs mEC), and the condition (control vs epilepsy). In con-
trol animals, we find a higher average firing during THE than SO
in both regions. However, we see no significant difference in in-
formation processing metrics between THE and SO, except for
storage in CA1 (Extended Data Fig. 2-2). In epileptic animals,
there is a decrease (with respect to control) in all spiking features
during both THE and SO epochs and in both regions (Extended
Data Figs. 2-4, 2-5).

Specifically, firing rates in epilepsy were slightly reduced;
however, the effect was small, with a general average reduction of
;,1% (not significant for both regions). More marked was the
reduction in the difference between firing in THE and SO

epochs, as this difference almost disappeared in TLE. Storage
and sharing held the same relationship as in control, except in
the case of storage in CA1 (for p values, see Extended Data Fig.
2-6). Overall, the maintained ratios for frequency, power, and in-
formation processing metrics across THE/SO epochs suggest
that, while firing is altered in experimental epilepsy, there remain
properties or rules that are retained despite this alteration. In
other words, the inspection of average properties does not reveal
striking qualitative differences between the control and epileptic
conditions. These analyses, however, focus on mean values
across global brain states. Differences between control and TLE
conditions may arise at the subtler level of how primitive compu-
tations are organized in space and time within each of these
global state as we address in the following.

Control and epileptic activity can be described in terms of
dynamically switching substates
Following Clawson et al. (2019), we identify substates for firing,
storage, and sharing features. The substate detection method is
based on finding periods of highly correlated feature values
across the recorded population of neurons, computed using
neuronal spikes (for number of neurons recorded, see Materials
and Methods). Figure 2 and the following text gives an example
for firing substates. The process of substate extraction is identi-
cal for the storage and sharing features (Fig. 2B; for details, see
Materials and Methods). The firing rates of all neurons are cal-
culated in a 10 s window, the window is shifted 1 s, and the
rates recalculated. This process is repeated for the entire record-
ing, resulting in a data matrix that is neurons � windows in
size. Then, a similarity matrix is created by calculating the

Figure 4. Information processing states and state tables. A, An example of a state table for CA1 from a control animal. State tables are symbolized representations of ongoing information
processing: each feature captures a separate aspect of the information processing and a vertical “slice” of this state table is an IPS. We suggest that IPSs capture a partial description of informa-
tion processing and their sequence is therefore a partial description of their dynamics. Interestingly, substates do not all change simultaneously, as in the example on the right. At a given
time, t, IPSs are labeled by a 3-letter word, each letter corresponding to the substate label for firing, storage, and sharing. B, An example of the clustering method used, wherein a range of k
values are selected. As k is increased, the storage feature is clustered ever more finely, introducing a new substate at each step, and substates are color-coded as presented in the legend.
Moving from left to right the finer scaled clustering can be seen by eye. While colors may change from one k value to the next, the structure of the clustering is what is key. C, An example of
a state table library, or the entire collection of possible information processing descriptions possible using our methodology.
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correlation between all pairs of windows in a given recording,
resulting in one of the two graphs in Figure 2C (i.e., each graph
is computed separately; see Materials and Methods). A blocky
structure is evident in both graphs by eye, with bright yellow
blocks representing periods of time wherein the firing dynamics
across the recorded population within a region is similar. The
existence of these blocks was not granted (similarity matrices
could have been unstructured) and proves thus that substates
are not uniquely a mathematical abstraction but correspond to
a distinctive aspect of firing organization. This goes beyond
mere changes of average firing rate, as population firing rates
may be constant, but which neurons are spiking can change. In
this example, the yellow blocks are closely aligned to epochs of
THE and SO because of the relationship between firing rate and
global oscillation; however, as highlighted in the red square, it
is often the case that there are “blocks within blocks” wherein
the activity switches between two different modes of firing de-
spite the global state (oscillatory epoch) staying the same. We
then run an unsupervised clustering algorithm, k-means, to
extract these blocks, with the results shown below each graph for
an example k. Overall, Figure 2 establishes that feature values
(here firing) can remain stable across the recorded population
during a given time period (i.e., during successive windows),
before switching to a different set of feature values for a new pe-
riod of stability. Here, we identify (and later analyze) substates of
firing, storage, and sharing with the clusters found by k-means.
Importantly, k is a parameter that can be changed and will deter-
mine how many substates are found; and in Figure 2C, we show
5 substates in control (left) and 4 in epilepsy (right). In later fig-
ures, we choose k values that are easy to visually represent to
illustrate the measurements we take that rely on substate labels.
However, we test many values of k, and therefore the number
of resultant substates, in all measurements (see Extended Data
Fig. 3-1). We discuss this choice in the following section.

The detection process done for the firing feature can be
repeated as well for the other storage and sharing features, finding
a qualitatively analogous block organization into similarity matrices
and, correspondingly, the existence of switching between substate
epochs. Firing substates, as discussed above, represent periods in
which specific neuronal subsets are consistently firing at a higher
firing level. Analogously, storage substates represent periods in
which specific neuronal subsets display stronger involvement into
information storage. It is key to note that substates of storage can
switch despite the firing substate remaining stable. This would indi-
cate that while the same neurons may be active, potentially even
with the same mean firing rate, the temporal structure of their fir-
ing (e.g., interspike interval) may change, as reported in Clawson et
al. (2019). Sharing is altogether different, as it is a network measure,
rather than an individual neuronal measurement, as in firing and
storage (see Materials and Methods). Sharing substates therefore
represent periods wherein sharing networks (which neurons are
sharing with whom and how much) are highly correlated. Further
confirming Clawson et al. (2019), we find that substates of sharing
can switch despite the firing and storage substates remaining stable.
While this organization of firing, storage, and sharing through
time is the focus of this paper, we first investigate neuronal activity
inside of these substates, in both control and epilepsy.

Information substates are more contrasted in epilepsy
To quantify the substates internal “shape,” we developed a mea-
surement of contrast. Taking storage as an example, we first cal-
culate a neuron’s global mean storage (over the whole duration
of the recording), and its mean storage within each substate. The

contrast is defined as the difference between the substate mean
storage value and the global storage value, normalized by the
global storage value, for each neuron (Fig. 3A). Contrast thus
gives a measure of how much a given feature (here storage) is
changing for a neuron within a given substate, with respect to av-
erage levels. This measure of contrast can be applied across all
features, and Figure 3B shows the contrast plots for an example
recording, containing 55 recorded neurons in CA1. The number
of substates in this example were chosen for easy visualization, as
the number of states can be adjusted within the method and is
discussed in the next section. The differences between substates
now clearly appear as large changes in the profiles of contrast
values for the example recorded neurons. To quantify this, we
computed the mean contrast of each substate for each feature,
that is, the average of the absolute values of the heights of the
bars in the contrast plot (data not shown, see Materials and
Methods). Substates with high average contrast are more dis-
tinctly detaching from the background of globally averaged
behavior. Figure 3C shows the distributions of the bootstrapped
mean differences of contrast between control and epilepsy for fir-
ing, storage, and sharing features in CA1 using the same sub-
states as Figure 3B (see Materials and Methods). While contrast
is higher for firing in control, both storage and sharing have
increased contrast in epilepsy. This suggests that, while neuronal
firing in epilepsy generally deviates less from the global mean
than control, substate switching more strongly modulates storage
and sharing in epilepsy. We thus identify one major alteration in
epilepsy at this algorithmic level; information-theoretic substates
are more contrasted, exhibiting more marked differences with
respect to the mean, than their control counterparts. Substates
are thus not suppressed in epilepsy with respect to control. On
the contrary, they are even more markedly distinct. When k is
varied, this relationship is held across the tested range for all fea-
tures in both regions, although less drastic in mEC (Extended
Data Fig. 3-1).

Loss of global state specificity of firing and storage substates
in epilepsy
We then determined the brain state specificity of the substates
for firing, storage, and sharing features in control and epileptic
conditions. We calculate the state specificity index (SSI), the
probability that a substate occurs during a THE epoch, SO
epoch, or both. The SSI is a metric bounded between 0 (a sub-
state occurs equally in THE or SO) and 1 (a substate is exclusive
to either THE or SO) (see Materials and Methods). Figure 3D
shows an example of this measure and the distribution of mean
SSI for substates in control (blue) and epilepsy (red) recordings
in the case of k¼ 4 for firing and sharing and k¼ 3 for storage
(as in Fig. 3B). Firing and storage have SSI near 0.8 in control
animals, indicating high brain-state specificity, whereas the SSIs
are much lower in epileptic animals. Sharing shows no signifi-
cant shift in SSI between control and epilepsy conditions. All val-
ues are well above the null models created from shuffling (gray)
and sorting the tables (black) (see Materials and Methods), which
indicates that, even in epilepsy, the nesting relationships between
global states and substates, while diminished, are not totally
unstructured. This trend holds across both mEC and CA1, as
well as across a range of k, or number of substates (Extended
Data Fig. 3-2). We interpret this finding as an indication that the
substate hierarchical articulation to brain states becomes more
“disordered”; that is, a large proportion of firing and storage sub-
states now occur during both THE and SO in both mEC and
CA1 in epilepsy. We did not find any reduction of SSI in epilepsy
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for sharing substates. However, for sharing, SSI values were low
already in the control case, and the absence of epilepsy-related
modulations may thus be because of a saturating “floor effect.”

Together, our results show that the involvement of different
neurons in information processing is more heavily affected by
substate switching (contrast increase) and the substates them-
selves are no longer as constrained by global oscillatory state (SSI
reduction). Thus, epilepsy is characterized by “disorder” com-
pared with control.

Information processing states
Until now, results have been presented on a feature-by-feature
basis. For a more complete view of information and its dynamics,
all features need to be considered simultaneously. We therefore
revisit here the concept of an information processing state (IPS),
that is, a combination of temporally coinciding substates of fir-
ing, storage, and sharing in a recording (Clawson et al., 2019).
The notion of IPSs allows high-level analyses of algorithmic orga-
nization without need to refer to actual values of information
processing features. The description is “compressed” into just the
sequence of the visited IPSs and their identity at any time, akin to
symbolization approaches in nonlinear physics (Porta et al., 2015).

Figure 4A illustrates IPSs with an example of the collection of
substates of the three features alongside the global state (the state
table) and an IPS (red vertical line) in a ;2-h-long recording
performed in the CA1 area in a control animal. From each analy-
sis time window, we generate a three-letter word, with the letters
representing the substate labels of firing, storage, and sharing
features measured in this time window (see Materials and
Methods). When the analysis window is shifted by 1 s, another
word is obtained, which is identical to the previous one if the
labels (and therefore substates or global state) do not change.
This procedure allows us to reduce the description of the com-
plex simultaneous variations of firing, storage, and sharing pat-
terns within the neuronal population to simple strings of
symbolic words. We can then assess how the properties of these
strings are modified in epilepsy. Therefore, we present IPSs as a
partial description of primitive information processing during a
window of time, and the sequence of IPSs through time in a state
table as a description of information processing dynamics.

As substates represent stable periods of neuronal activity and
are the core of the IPS, the number of substates for a feature (i.e.,
the k value) in any given recording is a free parameter, which
determines the number of IPSs. The ground truth, how many
clusters exist, is unknown. Statistical criteria were previously
used to find their (supposedly) optimal number (Clawson et al.,
2019). Here, we use a generalized and unbiased approach, vary-
ing the k value for each firing, storage, and sharing feature while
fixing k¼ 2 for the spectral feature and study the dependency on
k of the different metrics of interest. Figure 4B illustrates this
concept, showing the estimated storage substates through time as
k increases from 3 to 10. A low value may potentially underesti-
mate the real number of substates, while a large number may be
an overestimate producing substates that rarely occur more than
once (see Materials and Methods). We therefore use a lower
bound of k¼ 3, and a reasonable upper bound of k¼ 10, wherein
the clusters become too fine (see Materials and Methods). Each
triplet of k values, regardless of the k used, will produce a state ta-
ble that represents a specific symbolization of a recording (Porta
et al., 2015). These tables can be used not only to examine the
neural activity within the states, as in contrast, but also the struc-
ture of the state transitions, which is discussed further in the pa-
per. In both control and epilepsy, the silhouette difference

between the clusters, a common measure of “goodness of clus-
ter,” remains well above a null hypothesis silhouette difference
for all features in both regions (see Materials and Methods;
Extended Data Fig. 3-3). To understand the effect of number of
neurons recorded and substate estimation, we built a classifier
(3-nearest neighbors, see Materials and Methods) that used a
subset of the recorded neurons’ feature values to predict substate
label. We observe that for all features;20 or more neurons were
enough to accurately predict substate label (Extended Data Fig.
3-4). This is somewhat in agreement with previous work detail-
ing network states based on pairwise measurements which pre-
dicted 10 needed neurons (Schneidman et al., 2006), and this
result held in both regions across control and epilepsy.

As we are interested in understanding IPSs and their
sequences, the three features are considered simultaneously,
and each triplet of k values will produce a specific set of IPSs
and state table. Together, we consider eight possible k values
for each feature, giving rise to 83 ¼ 512 possible state tables.
Each state table is characterized by the total number of sub-
states it contains: ktot ¼ 21 kfiring 1 kstorage 1 ksharing with a
maximum value of kmax ¼ 32 (32¼ 2, the number of spectral
states1 3 features � 10). The collection of all state tables for a
given recording defines a library of tables (Fig. 4C). We chose
such a method with the intention that without an a priori
approach on the underlying principle, if we extract generic
rules, they should be valid independently of the choice of
number of clusters, at least for a reasonable wide range of k
values. All analyses that can be done on a state table are per-
formed for each library, across the range of ktot, which gives
an added benefit of assessing the robustness of the results
regardless of the number of clusters.

Computing hubs are more numerous but less substate-
specific in the mEC in epilepsy
To further emphasize unique contributions of features to the
IPS, we extract computing hub neurons. These are neurons with
on average, exceptionally high firing, storage, or sharing values
with regard to a given substate (see Materials and Methods). The
logic here is to see whether a small set of neurons are “responsi-
ble” for substate behavior or substate switching. Different sub-
states can be associated to different sets of hubs (Clawson et al.,
2019). Neurons acting as a firing, storage, or sharing hub in a
given substate will not necessarily do so in another substate.
Therefore, while the fraction of neurons being hub in a given
substate remains small, the fraction of neurons serving as hub at
least in one substate is much larger, approaching;40% on aver-
age. Figure 5A illustrates an example of the distribution of hubs
(same recording as in Fig. 4A, with ktot ¼ 14).

We observe that the percentage of neurons serving as hubs at
least once is increased in both regions in epilepsy (this increase,
however, is statistically significant only in CA1; Fig. 5B). This
result is well compatible with the increase in substate contrast
found in epilepsy for all k values (Extended Data Fig. 3-1): as
more neurons exhibit a large contrast, more of them can also be
detected as hubs. For both control and epilepsy, the percentage
of neurons marked as hubs is significantly larger compared with
randomized state tables (Fig. 5B, gray distribution).

Figure 5A also shows that some computing hubs are shared
by different substates, while others are specific to one substate/
one feature. In order to assess how substate-specific the comput-
ing hubs are, we use a measure of similarity (see Materials and
Methods). Here, 0 indicates that every substate has a unique hub
set with no overlap between substates, while a 1 value means that
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all substates have an identical distribution. Figure 5C shows that,
in control animals, a majority of hubs tend to be substate-specific
(similarity, 0.5). In CA1, the distribution of hubs is less sub-
state-specific than in the mEC (higher similarity). In epilepsy,
the distribution of hubs does not change in mEC, while hubs
become significantly more substate-specific in the CA1. In other
words, the status of being hub is for a CA1 neuron less stable in
epilepsy than in control animals.

We conclude that, in epilepsy, the mEC and CA1 display an
increase in the number of neurons labeled as hubs at least once,
and that the substate specificity of hubs is increased in the CA1.
In mEC, there are only fractionally more hubs and they are simi-
larly distributed across substates as in control. In CA1, there are
many more hubs, and these hubs are more “unique,” as they
overlap significantly less across substates as in control. These
hubness analyses provide further indications of increased “disor-
der” in epilepsy, as information processing lead roles are more
chaotically distributed across available neurons.

Increased dictionary in epilepsy
We described state tables as sequences of words and all possible
state tables generated through our k-means procedure as a
library (Fig. 4). While we do not commit on the fact that IPSs
and state tables are genuine ingredients of an actually used

“language of neurons,” we can still use this linguistic metaphor
to inspire expansions of our analytic toolbox. For example, if
each state table is seen as a book, we can explore the structure of
IPSs sequences, examining the vocabulary extent and style of all
the “books within the library.” What words are expressed? Is
there a syntax, or organizational rules? And how does epilepsy
change these measures? To this end for each library, we build
two sister libraries for comparison: one in which we sort every
book internally to be highly ordered, and one in which we ran-
domize every book internally to be highly disordered (Fig. 6A;
see Materials and Methods).

For each ktot, there is a fixed number of potential words that
can be generated and possibly appear within the associated book.
As in any language, only a fraction of all possible words is
expressed. For each book, we measure the used dictionary frac-
tion, or relative dictionary (see Materials and Methods). Figure
6B illustrates two end cases with a diagram. The low relative dic-
tionary case (left) uses a small number of expressed words, while
the high relative dictionary case (right) uses a much richer vo-
cabulary, wherein almost all of the potential dictionary is
expressed. While the measure of relative dictionary in and of
itself is informative, it is difficult to use such a measure to assess
meaningful changes (i.e., between control and epilepsy) without
having comparative baselines. Therefore, we compute not only

Figure 5. Computing hubs and their distributions. A, Example of computing hubs in control CA1 extracted from a k¼ 4 (for the three features) state table. y axis indicates unsorted neuron
label. x axis indicates the substates for firing, storage, and sharing features. Yellow bar represents that the given neuron is a computational hub during a substate. Right, Summed version of
the graph on the left, visually showing the fraction of neurons that are a hub at least once (37%). B, The percentage of neurons that are hubs at least once is increased in epilepsy independ-
ently of ktot. Gray distribution represents the mean of the shuffled, null model. C, The similarity index plotted as a function of ktot. The hubs become more substate-specific in the CA1 in epi-
lepsy. Blue and red represent control and epilepsy data, respectively. Bold lines indicate the mean. Shaded regions represent the 99% bootstrapped CI. Gray distribution represents the mean of
the shuffled, null model. The similarity index is plotted as a function of ktot.
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the relative dictionary of our libraries, but also that of the or-
dered and random paired libraries. These correspond to the null
hypotheses of order and disorder in the “language” of the book,
respectively. Intuitively, ordered books have few words that are
repeated in large blocks of time, whereas disordered books have
many words that are repeated by chance. We then apply a linear
transformation to the relative dictionary measure, such that a
rescaled value of 0 represents the relative dictionary measure
expected on average for ordered books, and a rescaled value of 1
representing a relative dictionary measure identical to that of
randomized books. Such a normalized relative dictionary mea-
sure tracks not only the richness of the used dictionary but also
its positioning between order and disorder.

Figure 6C shows that, for both the mEC and CA1 in control
and epilepsy conditions, the normalized relative dictionaries

lie much closer to 0 than to 1, indicating that, in all cases, their
relative dictionaries are closer to systems with an ordered
rather than disordered organization. In epilepsy, the relative
dictionary is increased with respect to control in both mEC
and CA1 (Fig. 6C).

This increased dictionary is not because of epilepsy having
more states than control. This measure captures that, given the
possibility to express an equivalent dictionary size (by fixing
ktot), epileptic recordings always express a higher fraction of this
dictionary than control. This additionally supports the hypothe-
sis of increased disorder, with one potential hypothesis being
that the stability of states in control is decreased in epilepsy,
allowing the neurons to exhibit a wider variety of IPSs, many of
which could be transient “noise glitches” rather than proper
functional configurations (see Discussion).

Figure 6. Dictionary and complexity in control and epilepsy. A, Examples of state tables, constructed from data from CA1, showing the two extremes of order and disorder as well as one of
the possible state tables taken from the state table library. B, Fictional diagrams represent two extremes for the measure of relative dictionary. Each row represents a feature (firing, storage,
sharing); for simplicity, we do not consider the brain states (THE and SO). We consider three substates (light blue, dark blue, green) per feature (using the same color code for simplicity), which
makes a total of 33 ¼ 27 words (the representation is similar to counting in base 3 with color, increasing from left to right). Words that are not observed are shaded. A low relative dictionary
(left) contains a low fraction of all possible words, while a high relative dictionary (right) contains a high fraction. C, Relative dictionary values as a function of ktot. As expected, the fraction of
words used in control decreases as the number of possible words increases. The relative dictionaries are similar in mEC and CA1 in controls. There is a marked increase in the relative dictionary
in both regions in epilepsy. Blue represents control data. Red represents epileptic data. Bold lines indicate the mean. Shaded regions represent the 99% bootstrapped CI. D, Complexity values
for both the mEC and CA1 as a function of ktot. The complexity is similar in mEC and CA1 in controls. In epilepsy, the complexity is increased in both regions.
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The relative dictionary provides important information
about which words are found, but not how words are organ-
ized in time. This is like the grammar, or syntax, of a tradi-
tional sentence and to analyze this syntax (i.e., the rules
according to which words concatenate from one time window
to the next), we quantify the level of organization present in
the state tables as a whole (i.e., the overall dynamics of a sys-
tem moving through IPSs) (Fig. 4).

The syntax of substate sequences is less regular in epilepsy
Compressibility is a key property of a (symbolized) object as it
represents its degree of internal order. This is because any regu-
larity within the object may be described by simply referencing
to its previous occurrences. As in relative dictionary, we consider
state tables bordered by two extreme cases: order and random-
ness (Fig. 6A). An ordered table is dominated by a highly struc-
tured syntax, typically dominated by a lower dictionary and long
periods of sustained words. Therefore, an ordered table is very
compressible because of this internal regularity. A random table,
on the other hand, typically contains an exceedingly high num-
ber of words, which follow each other in a disorderly (random)
manner. This results in noncompressibility. A complex table is
one that lies between those extremes. In order to characterize the
complexity of the state tables, we compute the Lempel-Ziv com-
plexity of the state table (Rissanen, 1978; Clawson et al., 2019),
which is scaled to the sister libraries of order and disorder. Thus,
in Figure 6D, a rescaled table complexity of 0 represents the
complexity of books within the ordered library, something
very compressible, while 1 represents the expected com-
plexity for randomized books in our disordered library,
something very uncompressible (as shown in Fig. 6A). In
controls, the complexity is higher in mEC than in CA1 and
closer to ordered than to disordered tables (see Discussion),
as for the relative dictionary. In epilepsy, the complexity is
significantly increased for both regions across all ktot
values.

We therefore propose the following interpretation: neuronal
activity, as characterized through action potentials, is altered in
epilepsy in a way that not only produces more varied substate
behavior but alters the way in which the substates combine. This
drives the neuronal system into a regimen where organizational
relationships are less stable, allowing for a wider but less coordi-
nated repertoire of firing patterns (and their associated algorith-
mic effects), perhaps detrimental to system’s function as a whole.

Discussion
This study provides evidence that epileptic conditions alter infor-
mation processing in its simplest sense, the primitive storage and
sharing operations as we introduce here, in both the mEC and
CA1. As these basic processes may underlie a variety of neural
computations, their alterations may impact numerous cognitive
functions. Looking at simpler, classical properties, the differ-
ences between control and epileptic conditions were not strik-
ing. Power and firing rates were slightly reduced in epilepsy
(Extended Data Figs. 2-2, 2-3); however, the effects were small
and, in the case of power, did not affect the relative ratio
between THE and SO bands. It was only when looking at
subtler aspects of firing organization, such as its articulation
into a multiplicity of states forming complex sequences, that
differences between the two conditions became more drastic.
Our findings thus suggest that epilepsy may be affecting the
“informational effects” “of collective neuronal activity more

than” activity itself, at least in interictal periods far from sei-
zure events.

The main limitation to our study is that it is conducted under
anesthesia versus, for example, goal-directed behavior to assess
cognitive function. The type of analysis we performed is power-
ful as it allows unraveling basic properties of information proc-
essing without needing to know which computations are
ongoing. However, it requires long-duration, stable recordings
with large state sampling to obtain enough data points to per-
form reliable statistics. We did not record during natural sleep,
as seizures and interictal spikes (which would act as strong con-
founding factors) mostly occur during the light phase, while
they do not occur under anesthesia. However, a similar type of
analysis performed in control animals led to similar results dur-
ing sleep and anesthesia (Clawson et al., 2019), suggesting that
the anesthesia procedure we use does not significantly alter
core information dynamics (at least with respect to natural
sleep, if not awake behavior, in control animals).

We refer to the elementary information storage and sharing
operations as primitive (or low level) information processing
operations, as we consider them as fundamental building blocks
within an algorithm to reach an end condition (like a function),
similar to the “algorithmic level,” introduced by Marr and
Poggio (1977). Algorithm is used here in its most generic
meaning, as we do not claim that the brain is analogous to an
electronic computer. Such primitive processing operations,
as we define them, represent nothing else than the emergent
“informational effect” of very concrete neurophysiological
phenomena. Storage and sharing of information directly
derive from auto- and cross-correlations in firing, which
widely vary in neuronal populations (Schneidman et al.,
2006), and can be directly measured from spiking activity.
Other primitive processing operations exist, such as infor-
mation transfer (Schreiber, 2000; Palmigiano et al., 2017) or
information modification (Lizier et al., 2013; Wibral et al.,
2017). Our recordings and choice of a time-resolved approach
do not provide enough data to track these more sophisticated
operations. It is for this reason we refer to IPSs as a partial
description of information processing (Fig. 4). However, the
processing functions of storage and sharing are important as
they represent statistical measures of information maintenance
and spread in time and space time, respectively.

We show that primitive information processes are organized
in temporal sequences of IPSs, which are extracted via a cluster
analysis. We have used a nonbiased approach, spanning many
possible combinations of numbers of clusters. The fact that most
results are independent from the choice of the number of clusters
provides a strong argument for the genericity of our conclusions.
With this approach, we demonstrate a degradation of algorith-
mic organization because of enhanced randomness in epilepsy.
This conclusion stems from the convergence of complementary
analyses.

First, the state specificity of IPSs is reduced; that is, many IPSs
are now redundant between THE or SO. Second, the contrast of
storage and sharing states is made more erratic in epilepsy, fluc-
tuating around their means much more than in control (and this
despite firing rates being, on the contrary, less modulated; com-
pare Fig. 3), suggesting subtle alterations of inter-neuron com-
munication. Third, the increasing numbers of storage and
sharing hubs, especially in CA1, paired with the decrease of state
specificity, demonstrate that substates are more different from
one another than in control and less constrained by brain state.
Fourth, freed from the constraint of being strongly state-specific,
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the relative dictionary in epilepsy is increased. Finally, the
description complexity of IPS sequences tends to be larger in epi-
lepsy than control. In other words, IPS sequences have a less reg-
ular syntax, potentially stemming from the increased repertoire
of IPS states. These results are also compatible with the degrada-
tion of dynamic rich club organization of information sharing
previously observed in TLE relative to control (Pedreschi et al.,
2022).

The fact that IPS dynamics across mEC and CA1 are different
in control and that information processing is affected in brain
region-dependent manner is an important result. The IPS dy-
namics of CA1 show, in general, more alterations than that of
mEC. The mEC and CA1 have distinct cytoarchitectures and dif-
ferent fates following an epileptogenic insult. Most striking is the
loss of layer 3 in the mEC, and the injury of many pyramidal cells
and interneurons in the CA1 region (Curia et al., 2008). At pres-
ent, it is not possible to assign a given alteration in information
processing to particular anatomic-functional changes in the
mEC or CA1.

Global brains states (THE and SO) and IPSs are emergent
properties. Any change in any brain region can potentially affect
neuronal dynamics anywhere from the local to the global scale
(Rocchi et al., 2022). Therefore, the anatomic-functional altera-
tions in mEC or CA1 may contribute to any combination of local
and global changes. Changes in terms of information processing
do not necessarily have to be homogeneous across brain regions.
Indeed, brain region-specific modifications are expected as each
region is embedded in different functional networks. How these
brain region-specific changes contribute to comorbidities (e.g., cog-
nitive deficit, anxiety, and depression) remain to be determined.

Our measure of complexity is that of compressibility,
accounting for the internal structure (i.e., how internally
ordered are IPS syntaxes). Any change in this internal or-
ganization would thus imply an underlying change in the
capability for algorithmic operation, possibly resulting in
different computation in control and epilepsy conditions.
Our measure of complexity does not allow distinguishing
between an increase in processing versus an increase in
noise, as complexity would grow in both cases. Other
measures can be used, but they would require more data
(Crutchfield, 2012). Therefore, it is impossible to conclude
whether this increase in complexity is “negative” (more disor-
dered information processing) or “positive” (more elaborate
information processing). Indeed, some studies have shown
enhanced complexity in states with enhanced computation:
complexity is boosted both in REM (bearing similarity with
THE) versus non-REM (SO) sleep (Clawson et al., 2019) or in
conscious versus unconscious conditions (Wenzel et al.,
2019). We cannot exclude that enhanced computation in TLE
is a positive adaptation to compensate for other deficits asso-
ciated with the pathology. However, we find more likely that,
in epilepsy, the increase in relative dictionary and the drift of
complexity toward randomness may reflect a more irregular
and chaos-like ergodic IPS selection, with rare IPSs indicating
dysfunction in IPS sequential production. At face value, these
results may seem intuitive — injury and damage result in less
constrained dynamics in the same way a damaged car would
drive worse. However, epilepsy is a disease commonly marked
by hypersynchronous activity, which could indicate even
more constraints than pre-injury. This work’s goal is to dem-
onstrate that, while synchronous activity may be common,
global states such as THE/SO epochs preserve in epilepsy rich
repertoires of collective spiking activity patterns, very similar

to control conditions. However, subtle modifications in this
repertoire and in the way into which the system samples it
jointly build up into profound alterations of what we call
primitive information processing.

In a biological context, such algorithmic level changes could
lead to an entirely different expression of higher-level behavior,
such as cognition. However, the question of whether the increase
of complexity (decrease of internal order) observed in epilepsy is
the source of cognitive deficits or not remains open. It has been
theorized that “biological systems manipulate spatial and tempo-
ral structure to produce order – low variance – at local scales” in
an effort to adapt and survive (Flack, 2019). Therefore, if net-
works are still functional in epilepsy conditions, are these manip-
ulations now less effective? Or is the resulting low variance order
now too difficult to sustain because of a combination of physio-
logical and functional changes? These issues remain to be
addressed. Nevertheless, the approaches presented here intro-
duce valuable insight into aspects of the collective behavior of
neural populations, and provide a quantitative framework to an-
swer such questions.

In conclusion, the framework we introduce here to compare
information processing between control and epilepsy could
be generalized in perspective to other neurologic disorders
and conditions as well. For instance, aging and Alzheimer’s
disease have also been associated to variations in the com-
plexity and orderliness of neuronal activity (although probed
at a different macroscale ignoring the finer scale of neuronal
firing) (Battaglia et al., 2020; Tait et al., 2020). Following the
principle of degeneracy (Prinz et al., 2004), very different
structural alterations, which characterize different neurologic dis-
orders, may produce similar alterations in information processing,
providing an explanation for the commonalities of comorbidities
across different disorders.
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